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We study the geometrical properties of the subgroups of the mutliplicative group of a "nite
extension of a "nite "eld endowed with its vector space structure and we show that in some cases
the associated projective space has a natural group structure. We construct some cyclic codes
related to Reed}Muller codes by evaluating polynomials on these subgroups. The geometrical
properties of these groups give a fairly simple description of these codes which are of the
Reed}Muller kind. ( 2000 Academic Press
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AMS 1991 Mathematics Subject Classixcation: 94B05.1. INTRODUCTION*NOTATION
Let F
q
be the "nite "eld with q elements. By an indexed subset of Fn
q
we
mean a non-empty subset S of Fn
q
given with an enumeration S"Ms
1
,2 , slN.119
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120 LACHAUD ET AL.The subset S is indexed by M1,2 , lN. We will denote by Fq[x1,2 , xn] the
algebra of polynomials with n indeterminates and with coe$cients in F
q
.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let F be a subspace of F
q
[x
1
,2, xn] and S"Ms1,2, slN
an indexed subset of Fn
q
. The Reed}Muller code RM(F, S) is the image of the
linear map
c: FP F l
q
f C ( f (s
1
),2 , f (sl)).
Note that the way in which the set S is indexed is important since our main
interest is checking whether RM(F, S) is a cyclic code or not.
We denote by H
r
the subspace of F
q
[x
1
,2 , xn] of all homogeneous
polynomials of degree r and the null polynomial (14r4n (q!1)), and by
A
r
"
ra
k/0
H
k
the subspace of all polynomials of degree at most r. With these de"nitions,
RM(A
r
, Fn
q
) represents the generalized Reed}Muller code of order r introduced
by Kasami et al. and Delsarte et al. [3, 2], and RM(H
r
, Fn
q
CM0N) is the
punctured homogeneous generalized Reed}Muller code of order r de"ned by
Moreno et al. [7].
Let n
n
be the number of points of the projective space Pn (F
q
) of dimension
n. We have
n
n
"qn`1!1
q!1 "1#q#q2#2#qn.
Following Lachaud [5], a projective generalized Reed}Muller code is the
image of the linear map
c: H
r
P Fnn~1
q
f C ( f (s
1
),2 , f (sn
n~1
)) .
where s
1
,2, sn
n~1
are n
n~1
"xed points of the punctured a$ne space Fn
q
CM0N,
each of them representing one and only one point in the projective space
Pn~1(F
q
). Thus this code is nothing but the code RM(H
r
, S) with S"
Ms
1
,2 , sn
n~1
N.
Moreover, our method leads to the following observation: If (q!1, n)"1,
then it is easy to see that the projective space Pn~1(F
q
) has a natural group
GROUP STRUCTURE ON PROJECTIVE SPACES 121structure. Assume now that (q!1, n)’1, then we calculate the largest (resp.,
the smallest) subgroup GLF*qn such that the restriction to G of the canonical
map p :Fn
q
CM0NPPn~1 is surjective (resp., injective). To this end we have to
introduce the arithmetical function F (a, b) which is the greatest divisor of
a which is relatively prime to b.
2. CYCLIC CODES
Let a be a primitive element of the extension Fqn of degree n of Fq. We know
that (1, a, a2,2, an~1) is a basis of the Fq-vector space Fqn, and we use this
basis to identify Fqn and Fnq
as vector spaces. We denote by F*qn the multiplica-
tive group FqnCM0N. Let GL(n, Fq) be the linear group of order n over Fq.
A subspace F of F
q
[x
1
,2 ,xn] is called invariant if it is invariant under the
action of the group GL(n, F
q
), i.e., f 3 „3F if f3F and „3GL(n, Fq). The
following simple lemma enables us to design many cyclic codes.
LEMMA 2.1. ‚et F be an invariant subspace of F
q
[x
1
,2 , xn] and let S"M1,
h,2 , hl~1N be an indexed subgroup of the multiplicative group F*qn , of order l
and generator h. „hen the code RM(F, S) is cyclic.
Proof. Let
c ( f )"( f (1), f (h),2, f (hl~1))
be a codeword of C"RM(F, S). We must prove that
x"( f (hl~1), f (1), f (h),2 , f (hl~2))
is also a codeward of C. The multiplication by h~1 de"ned an automorphism
„ of the F
q
-vector space Fqn, hence
x"( f (h~1 ) 1), f (h~1 ) h),2 , f (hl~1 ) hl~1))
"( f („ (1)), f („ (h)),2 , f („ (hl~1))
and x"c ( f 3„) belongs to C since f 3„3F. j
Since A
r
and H
r
are invariant, we immediately get
COROLLARY 2.1. ‚et a be a primitive element of Fqn and S"F*qn . „he codes
RM(A
r
, S) and RM(H
r
, S) where S is indexed by
S"M1, a,2, al~1N, l"qn!1,
are cyclic.
122 LACHAUD ET AL.These codes are respectively the punctured generalized Reed}Muller code
and the punctured homogeneous generalized Reed}Muller code.
3. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF SUBGROUPS OF F*qn
For each divisor k of qn!1, there is one and only one subgroup of F*qn of
order k. From now on, we will denote by G
k
this cyclic subgroup. The next
result is standard.
PROPOSITION 3.1. ‚et g
1
and g
2
be two divisors of qn!1. „hen
f G
g1
WG
g2
is the subgroup of order gcd(g
1
, g
2
),
f G
g1
G
g2
is the subgroup of order lcm(g
1
, g
2
).
In particular, the order of G
g
WF*
q
. is w (g)"gcd(g, q!1).
Let h be a generator of the cyclic subgroup G
g
and l(g) be the smallest
integer such that hl (g) is in F*
q
. Then the elements 1, h,2 , hl(g)~1 are on l(g)
distinct lines D
0
"F*
q
, D
1
,2, Dl(g)~1 and each Di contains w (g) points of Gg,
G
g
WD
i
"Mhi, hl(g)`i,2, hl (g) (w (g)~1)`iN.
hence
w (g) l(g)"g.
Note that hl(g) is a generator of the group G
g
WF*
q
.
From now on, we call w (g) (resp., l (g)) the width (resp., length) of G
g
.
PROPOSITION 3.2. „he width w(g) of G
g
divides q!1, and conversely, for
each divisor s of q!1, there is a subgroup G
g
of width s.
„he length l(g) of G
g
divides n
n~1
, and conversely, for each divisor r of n
n~1
,
there is a subgroup G
g
of length r.
Proof. From the de"nition, it is clear that w (g) divides q!1. Now, we
know that the order g of the subgroup G
g
divides qn!1. Assume that g"
(qn!1)/t. Then
w (g)"gcd A
qn!1
t
, q!1B"
(q!1)gcd(n
n~1
, t)
t
and
l(g)" g
w(g)
" nn~1
gcd (n
n~1
, t)
.
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n~1
. The subgroup G
s
of F*
q
has width s. The subgroup
G
r(q~1)
has length r. j
For each divisor r of n
n~1
and each divisor s of q!1, let us consider the
sets
= (r)"Mw (g) D g divides qn!1 and l (g)"rN,
‚ (s)"Ml (g) D g divides qn!1 and w (g)"sN.
By Proposition 3.2, these sets are not empty. Let us de"ne
u(r)"Min = (r).
j(s)"Max ‚ (s).
The next result follows directly from the previous de"nitions:
PROPOSITION 3.3. „he sets =(r) and ‚(s) are also given by
= (r)"Ga D a divides q!1 and gcd A
q!1
a
, rB"1H
‚ (s)"Gb D b divides nn~1 and gcd A
q!1
s
, bB"1H .
Let us denote by F (a, b) the greatest divisor of a which is relatively prime
to b.
COROLLARY 3.1. „he bounds u (r) and j(s) are given by
u(r)" q!1
F (q!1, r) ,
j(s)"FAnn~1,
q!1
s B .
We now express some subgroups in analytic form using the norm.
Let N be the norm of the "eld extension Fqn over Fq :
N(x)"x ) xq2 xqn~1"xnn~1 .
124 LACHAUD ET AL.We know that N maps F*qn onto F*q
and that the kernel of N is the subgroup
Gn
n~1
.
PROPOSITION 3.4. ‚et G
g
be a subgroup of F*qn . If g"ab then
G
g
"Mx3F*qn D xa3GbN .
Proof. The set on the right-hand side is the set of x3F*qn such that xab"1,
and this set is the group of gth roots of unity G
g
. j
In particular, for g"n
n~1
b we get
G
g
"Mx3F*qn DN(x)b"1N.
4. CONSTRUCTION OF CYCLIC CODES
Theorem 2.1 enables us to build many cyclic codes using subgroups of
F*qn and the invariant polynomial subspaces Ar
and H
r
.
LEMMA 4.1. =e have the equality
gcd(n
n~1
, q!1)"gcd(n, q!1).
Proof. If d divides q!1, then q,1 (mod d) and
n
n~1
"1#q#2#qn~1,n (mod d),
hence d divides n
n~1
if and only if d divides n. j
As in Section 3, the width and the length of a subgroup G
g
will be denoted
by w(g) and l (g) respectively. From the previous lemma we get
PROPOSITION 4.1. „he width and the length of Gn
n~1
are respectively
w (n
n~1
)"gcd(q!1, n),
l(n
n~1
)" nn~1
gcd(q!1, n) .
Remarks. In particular, if gcd(q!1, n)"1 then w (n
n~1
)"1 and
l(n
n~1
)"n
n~1
.
Let us denote by p the canonical map from F*qn onto the projective space
Pn~1 (F
q
).
From the previous remark we deduce
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the map p is bijective if and only if gcd(n, q!1)"1. In this case G"Gn
n~1
.
COROLLARY 4.1. If gcd(n, q!1)"1 then there are cyclic generalized pro-
jective Reed}Muller codes of order r.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that if gcd(n, q!1)"1 then the
subgroup Gn
n~1
has one and only one point on each punctured vector line of
F*qn . Therefore the code RM(Hr
, Gn
n~1
) is a generalized projective Reed}Muller
code. From Theorem 2.1 we conclude that this code is cyclic (with Gn
n~1
)
indexed has explained in Section 2). j
Hence in this case the projective space Pn~1 (F
q
) has a natural group
structure.
If gcd(n, q!1)O1 then the subgroup Gn
n~1
"Mx DN (x)"1N has width
w (n
n~1
)"gcd(n, q!1) (cf. Lemma 4.1) and the restriction to Gn
n~1
of the
map p is no longer bijective.
THEOREM 4.2. ‚et H (resp., H@) be the largest (resp., smallest) subgroup of
F*qn such that the restriction to this subgroup of the map p is injective (resp.,
surjective). „hen
H"Gj(1) , H@"Gn
n~1
u(n
n~1
)
and
HLGn
n~1
LH@.
See Fig. 1.
Proof. The greatest g such that w (g)"1 satis"es l (g)"j (1)"F(n
n~1
,
q!1) by Corollary 3.1. Then g"j (1).
On the other hand, the smallest g@ such that l(g@)"n
n~1
satis"es
w (g@)"u(n
n~1
)"(q!1)/F(q!1, n
n~1
).
Then g@"n
n~1
u(n
n~1
). To get the inclusions, we just remark that j(1)
divides n
n~1
and that n
n~1
divides n
n~1
u (n
n~1
). j
Remark. ‚et m"gcd (n, q!1). If n
n~1
is squarefree then H"Gn
n~1
/m . If
q!1 is squarefree than H@"Gmn
n~1
"Mx D N (x)m"1N.
If C is a [n, k, d]-code and b"(b
1
,2, bt)3(F*q )t, let us de"ne the [tn, k,
td]-code '(C, b) by the following construction. Starting with a codeword
FIG. 1. The lines are the open rays. We see the subgroups H, H@, N"Gn
n~1
. P represents the
projective space.
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1
,2, un) of C, we build the codeword
v"(v
1
,2, vtn)
"(b
1
u
1
,2 ,b1un, b2u1,2 , b2un,2 ,btu1,2 , btun)
of '(C, b).
THEOREM 4.3. ‚et G
g
be the indexed subgroup M1, h,2 , hg~1N of width
w and length l. ‚et the subset S be the enumeration M1, h,2 , hl~1N. „hen
RM(H
r
, G
g
)"'(RM(H
r
, S), b),
where b"(1, hrl,2 , hr (w~1) l).
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r
, S), b) starting from the
codeword u"(P(1), P(h),2 ,P (hl~1) of RM(Hr, S). Then
v"(P (1), P (h),2,P(hl~1),2,hr (w~1) l P(1), hr (w~1) lP(h),2,hr (w~1) lP (hl~1)).
Since P is homogeneous of degree r,
v"(P(1), P(h),2, P (h g~1)). j
Let us give some examples of this situation.
(a) The punctured homogeneous generalized Reed}Muller code
RM(H
r
, F*qn) of order r (cf. Section 1) can be constructed in this way, starting
from the projective generalized Reed}Muller code RM(H
r
, Sn
n~1
)
(cf. Section 1) of order r where Sn
n~1
"M1, h,2 , hnn~1~1N and h is a generator
of F*qn ,
RM(H
r
, F*qn )"' (RM(Hr, Snn~1), b),
where b"(1, hrn n~1,2, h r(q~2)nn~1) .
(b) Let H@ be the smallest subgroup of length n
n~1
(cf. Theorem 4.2).
The code RM(H
r
, H@) is obtained also from the projective generalized
Reed}Muller code RM(H
r
, Sn
n~1
) or order r,
RM(H
r
, H@)"'(RM(H
r
, Sn
n~1
), b ),
where b"(1, hrn n~1,2, h r(u (n n~1)~1)nn~1) .
In these two cases, we get a cyclic code from the projective generalized
Reed}Muller code of order r which is not always cyclic. Hence the parameters
of these two codes can be derived from the known parameters of the
projective Reed}Muller code (cf. [5, 8]).
(c) Let G"Gn
n~1
"Mx D N(x)"1N and m"gcd(n, q!1). The cyclic code
RM(H
r
, G) can also be built in this way, starting from the code RM(H
r
, S)
where S"M1, h, . . . , hnn~1/m!1N and h is a generator of G,
RM(H
r
, G)"' (RM(H
r
, S), b),
where b"(1, hrnn~1,2, h r(m!1)nn~1).
Note that the dimension and the minimal distance of the code RM(H
r
, S)
are not known. In particular, it would be useful to give a characterization of
polynomials P such that P(x)"0 for every x3S. (A similar problem is
studied in [6].)
128 LACHAUD ET AL.5. WEIGHTS OF CODE WORDS IN RM(A
1
, Gn
n~1
)
The code RM(A
1
, Gn
n~1
) is cyclic when it is de"ned with the enumeration of
Gn
n~1
given in Lemma 2.1. The set A
1
is the space of polynomials of degree
41, so each f3A
1
can be written as f"‚#k where k3F
q
and ‚3H
1
is
a linear form on Fn
q
. Since n
n~1
’qn~1 (i.e., the number of points of a hyper-
plane), the only element of A
1
which is zero on Gn
n~1
is the null polynomial.
Hence the dimension of RM(A
1
, Gn
n~1
) is n#1.
If x, y3Fqn , let
‚
x
(y)"Tr(xy),
where Tr : FqnPFq stands for the trace map from Fqn over Fq de"ned by
Tr(x)"x#xq#2#xqn~1 .
The trace map Tr is surjective. We also known that the bilinear map Tr (xy) is
nondegenerate (cf. [1, A, V.47]), and this implies that the map
F
qn
PH
1
x C ‚
x
is an isomorphism of F
q
-vector spaces. So.
A
1
"M‚
x
#k Dx3Fqn and k3FqN.
Let f"‚
x
#k3A
1
, and Z ( f )"My3Gn
n~1
D f (y)"0N represents the set of
zeros of f. Then
dZ ( f )"dMy3Fqn D N (y)"1 and Tr(xy)#k"0N
and we get
THEOREM 5.1. If x3Fqn and k3Fq, let
M (x, k)"d My3Fqn D N (y)"1 and Tr (xy)#k"0N.
If f"‚
x
#k3A
1
, the coweight of c( f )3RM(A
1
, S
1
) is equal to M (x, k), and
the weight of c( f ) is
weight(c( f ))"n
n~1
!M(x, k).
GROUP STRUCTURE ON PROJECTIVE SPACES 129From Katz [4] we get:
THEOREM 5.2. If x3F*qn and k3Fq ,
KM(x, k)!
qn!1
q (q!1) K4nqn@2.
Thus if f"‚
x
#k3A
1
, we deduce
Kweight(c ( f ))!
qn!1
q K4nqn@2
and the we get the following result:
THEOREM 5.3. „he parameters of C"RM(A
1
, Gn
n~1
) are
lengthC"n
n~1
, dimC"n#1, distC5qn~1!1
q
!nqn@2.
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